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ACPASS try to make the display more artistic.
ACPASS is a manufacturing expert on display equipments.
ACPASS was found in 2002, young and creative.
ACPASS has an ideological active and enthusiastic team.
ACPASS is a good listener, can understand customers' requirements and suggestions well.
ACPASS is willing to explore the core value of products with customers.
ACPASS is making a concerted effort to let our products be vivid, ensure all products to display perfectly.
ACPASS is a corporation that can strive to create value for customers.
ACPASS can supply excellent display stand.
ACPASS can offer fine graphic printing service. 
ACPASS do everything just hope to creat more and more value for you. 

For more information please visit:  www.acpass.cn



02 03

Outdoor
Poster Banner  

1.This is a large banner stand for outdoor 
use, with wide graphic size which is more 
improved than past outdoor banner 
stand. 

2.The stand can bear maxi 7 level wind 
(Moderate gale) , it can satisfy most 
outdoor activity. This stand can be apply 
to outdoor of shopping mall, exhibition 
center, gas station, park, Golf course and 
all playing fields. 

3.The base of stand is a plastic tank which 
can put into sand or water to be heavy 
and make stand steady. 

4.The graphic of banner is fabric, it’s 
very convenient to assemble and 
disassemble. 

WGS9912 1000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
SUB
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Outdoor
Poster Banner  

1.This is a large banner stand for outdoor 
use, with wide graphic size which is more 
improved than past outdoor banner 
stand. 

2.The stand can bear maxi 7 level wind 
(Moderate gale) , it can satisfy most 
outdoor activity. This stand can be apply 
to outdoor of shopping mall, exhibition 
center, gas station, park, Golf course and 
all playing fields. 

3.The base of stand is a plastic tank which 
can put into sand or water to be heavy 
and make stand steady. 
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Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
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Outdoor
Poster Banner  

WGS9912 2400×2300mm
Product size

1.This is a large banner stand for outdoor 
use, with wide graphic size which is more 
improved than past outdoor banner 
stand. 

2.The stand can bear maxi 7 level wind 
(Moderate gale) , it can satisfy most 
outdoor activity. This stand can be apply 
to outdoor of shopping mall, exhibition 
center, gas station, park, Golf course and 
all playing fields. 

3.The base of stand is a plastic tank which 
can put into sand or water to be heavy 
and make stand steady. 

4.The graphic of banner is fabric, it’s 
very convenient to assemble and 
disassemble. 

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
SUB
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Outdoor
Poster Banner  

WGS9912 2400×2300mm
Product size

1.This is a large banner stand for outdoor 
use, with wide graphic size which is more 
improved than past outdoor banner 
stand. 

2.The stand can bear maxi 7 level wind 
(Moderate gale) , it can satisfy most 
outdoor activity. This stand can be apply 
to outdoor of shopping mall, exhibition 
center, gas station, park, Golf course and 
all playing fields. 

3.The base of stand is a plastic tank which 
can put into sand or water to be heavy 
and make stand steady. 

4.The graphic of banner is fabric, it’s 
very convenient to assemble and 
disassemble. 

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
SUB
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The support pole and wide base improve 
the outdoor wind resistance. Double 
sided graphics to display, easy to install 
and carry. It is widely used in all outdoor 
activities. 

V602T 850×2000mm
Product size

Outdoor
Roll Up

Multiple printing available

Details

Wind- res i s tan t  sp r ing 
design at the bottom of the 
support pole can resist the 
wind under 10 m/s

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB
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The support pole and wide base improve 
the outdoor wind resistance. Double 
sided graphics to display, easy to install 
and carry. It is widely used in all outdoor 
activities. 

V602T 850×2000mm
Product size

Outdoor
Roll Up

Multiple printing available

Details

Wind- res i s tan t  sp r ing 
design at the bottom of the 
support pole can resist the 
wind under 10 m/s

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB
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V603T 850×2000mm
Product size

The support pole and wide base improve 
the outdoor wind resistance. Double 
sided graphics to display, easy to install 
and carry. It is widely used in all outdoor 
activities. 

Outdoor
Roll Up

Multiple printing available

Details

Wind- res i s tan t  sp r ing 
design at the bottom of the 
support pole can resist the 
wind under 10 m/s

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB
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V603T 850×2000mm
Product size

The support pole and wide base improve 
the outdoor wind resistance. Double 
sided graphics to display, easy to install 
and carry. It is widely used in all outdoor 
activities. 

Outdoor
Roll Up

Multiple printing available

Details

Wind- res i s tan t  sp r ing 
design at the bottom of the 
support pole can resist the 
wind under 10 m/s

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB
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QBA02 1000×900mm
2000×900mm

Product size

Outdoor
A Screen

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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FB5/FB7 FB6/FB8

FB9/FB10

Black aluminium tube 
+ fiberglass pole

Black aluminium tube 
+ steel wire

Black aluminium tube

Outdoor
Flying Banner

FBR-6

FBR-8

FBR-9A

FBR-10A

FB11/FB12
Black aluminium tube

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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FB5/FB7 FB6/FB8

FB9/FB10

Black aluminium tube 
+ fiberglass pole

Black aluminium tube 
+ steel wire

Black aluminium tube

Outdoor
Flying Banner

FBR-6

FBR-8

FBR-9A

FBR-10A

FB11/FB12
Black aluminium tube

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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SEG
Light Box

1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 18cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB18-M is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is LED Rigid Bar, the light is very bright, twice 
higher than the normal one, the visual effect is 
more intense.
4.The LED Rigid Bar of SEG light box SLB18-M 
all has independent fast installed mounting 
bracket which is installed in the backside of 
graphic, evenly distributed in the light box and 
make the brightness of the light box much 
uniform and beautiful. 
5.The voltage of SEG light box SLB18-M is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
6.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB18-M is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
7.Suitable to make large size light box, the size 
can be customized.

SLB18-M 1000×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB



14 15

SEG
Light Box

1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 18cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB18-M is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is LED Rigid Bar, the light is very bright, twice 
higher than the normal one, the visual effect is 
more intense.
4.The LED Rigid Bar of SEG light box SLB18-M 
all has independent fast installed mounting 
bracket which is installed in the backside of 
graphic, evenly distributed in the light box and 
make the brightness of the light box much 
uniform and beautiful. 
5.The voltage of SEG light box SLB18-M is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
6.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB18-M is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
7.Suitable to make large size light box, the size 
can be customized.

SLB18-M 1000×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 18cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB18-M is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is LED Rigid Bar, the light is very bright, twice 
higher than the normal one, the visual effect is 
more intense.
4.The LED Rigid Bar of SEG light box SLB18-M 
all has independent fast installed mounting 
bracket which is installed in the backside of 
graphic, evenly distributed in the light box and 
make the brightness of the light box much 
uniform and beautiful. 
5.The voltage of SEG light box SLB18-M is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
6.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB18-M is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
7.Suitable to make large size light box, the size 
can be customized.

SEG
Light Box

SLB18-M 2000×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 18cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB18-M is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB18-M 
is LED Rigid Bar, the light is very bright, twice 
higher than the normal one, the visual effect is 
more intense.
4.The LED Rigid Bar of SEG light box SLB18-M 
all has independent fast installed mounting 
bracket which is installed in the backside of 
graphic, evenly distributed in the light box and 
make the brightness of the light box much 
uniform and beautiful. 
5.The voltage of SEG light box SLB18-M is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
6.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB18-M is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
7.Suitable to make large size light box, the size 
can be customized.

SEG
Light Box

SLB18-M 2000×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SLB12-C 600×1800mm
Product size

SEG
Light Box

1. The mainframe of SEG light box SLB12-C  
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 12cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB12-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4. The voltage of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB12-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SLB12-C 600×1800mm
Product size

SEG
Light Box

1. The mainframe of SEG light box SLB12-C  
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 12cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB12-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4. The voltage of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB12-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SEG
Light Box

SLB12-C 850×2000mm
Product size

1. The mainframe of SEG light box SLB12-C  
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 12cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB12-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4. The voltage of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB12-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SEG
Light Box

SLB12-C 850×2000mm
Product size

1. The mainframe of SEG light box SLB12-C  
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 12cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB12-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use.
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4. The voltage of SEG light box SLB12-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB12-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SLB09-C 800×1800mm
Product size

SEG
Light Box

1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB09-C 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 9cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB09-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB09--C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4.The voltage of SEG light box SLB09-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB09-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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SLB09-C 800×1800mm
Product size

SEG
Light Box

1.The mainframe of SEG light box SLB09-C 
is made of aluminium, the thickness is 9cm, 
all the parts made as standard module, it 
makes the user much easier to install by hand.
Suitable for mass use.
2.SEG light box SLB09-C is double sides, very 
suitable for the window or the lobby of the 
mall use
3.The light source of SEG light box SLB09--C is 
LED Rigid Bar which is installed in side edge of 
graphic, much easier to install.
4.The voltage of SEG light box SLB09-C is 
24V direct current, the base of light box has 
power pack, equipped with a special leakage 
protection device to make the light box much 
safer to use.
5.The printing method of SEG light box 
SLB09-C is 8-color dye sublimation printing, 
the color is very bright and realistic, With 
unwrinkled graphic can be transported 
together with the light box. 
6.Suitable to make small size light box, the size 
can be customized.

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB
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GS33-I   3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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GS33-I   3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-I graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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GS33-W 3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Directly  
SUB

Printing 
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GS33-W 3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-W graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Directly  
SUB

Printing 
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GS33-C 3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Directly  
SUB

Printing 



28 29

GS33-C 3000×2300mm
Product size

1、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C is made 
by aluminium tube, diameter of the tube is 
33mm, more stronger than common tube.
2、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C is very easy 
to use. Connect all the tubes together with 
separate connectors, then install the fabric 
printing is OK.
3、ACPASS Fabric Frame GS33-C graphic is 
direct printing on fabric, more colorful & nicer 
than transfer sub printing.

Tension Fabric 
Tube Display

Details

Directly  
SUB

Printing 
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SEG 
Pop Up

W22
1、SEG Pop Up W22 is composed of a Pop Up 
frame and SEG bars, the whole display is made 
by aluminium.
2、SEG Pop Up W22 can hang LED Rigid Bar 
inside, you can choose any LED Rigid Bar 
freely, and use it as lightbox, which can have 
very good background looking.
3、SEG Pop Up W22 graphic is direct printing 
on fabric, more colorful & nicer than transfer 
sub printing.

3×3
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

22
20

22
20

2220

2220
300 300

With 
Side Graphic

Without 
Side Graphic

Rubber strip
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SEG 
Pop Up

W22
1、SEG Pop Up W22 is composed of a Pop Up 
frame and SEG bars, the whole display is made 
by aluminium.
2、SEG Pop Up W22 can hang LED Rigid Bar 
inside, you can choose any LED Rigid Bar 
freely, and use it as lightbox, which can have 
very good background looking.
3、SEG Pop Up W22 graphic is direct printing 
on fabric, more colorful & nicer than transfer 
sub printing.
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Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB
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W12

SEG 
Pop Up

1、SEG Pop Up W12 is composed of a Pop Up 
frame and SEG bars, the whole display is made 
by aluminium. The tube diameter is 17mm. 
And the bars are very strong too.
2、SEG Pop Up W12 frame is very stable, it 
has very good connectors, which can connect 
several SEG Pop Up W12 together in a short 
time, to get a big backwall, it is very good for 
big booth on the show.
3、SEG Pop Up W12 graphic is direct printing 
on fabric, more colorful & nicer than transfer 
sub printing.

3×3
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

22
20

22
20

2220

2220
300 300

With 
Side Graphic

Without 
Side Graphic

Rubber strip
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W12

SEG 
Pop Up

1、SEG Pop Up W12 is composed of a Pop Up 
frame and SEG bars, the whole display is made 
by aluminium. The tube diameter is 17mm. 
And the bars are very strong too.
2、SEG Pop Up W12 frame is very stable, it 
has very good connectors, which can connect 
several SEG Pop Up W12 together in a short 
time, to get a big backwall, it is very good for 
big booth on the show.
3、SEG Pop Up W12 graphic is direct printing 
on fabric, more colorful & nicer than transfer 
sub printing.

3×3
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB
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2220

2220
300 300

With 
Side Graphic

Without 
Side Graphic

Rubber strip
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Poster Banner  
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Poster Banner  
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Poster 
Banner  

GS901-N 850×2000mm
Product size

1. Straight is the biggest advantage for this 
banner stand, even put lots stand in one line, 
you also can see all stands in the same straight 
angle. 
2. This stand with flexible square base , which 
can fold and open very easy. If you open two 
angel base and fold others, you can let this 
stand hug to the wall. 
3. It’s double sides graphic stand, one stand 
with two graphics, so can get double display 
effect for the user. 
4. The hang way of graphic very simple, no 
matter is hang it or cover it, all is very easy. 
5. You can use many difference materials as 
the graphic, say fabric,PET,PVC,PP etc. 
6. This stand can apply to any indoor place, 
shopping Mall, school, hospital, exhibition hall, 
exhibition center etc, also it can used as a sign 
board. 
7. You can see this stand with a very wide 
range of applications. 

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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Poster 
Banner  

GS901-N 850×2000mm
Product size

1. Straight is the biggest advantage for this 
banner stand, even put lots stand in one line, 
you also can see all stands in the same straight 
angle. 
2. This stand with flexible square base , which 
can fold and open very easy. If you open two 
angel base and fold others, you can let this 
stand hug to the wall. 
3. It’s double sides graphic stand, one stand 
with two graphics, so can get double display 
effect for the user. 
4. The hang way of graphic very simple, no 
matter is hang it or cover it, all is very easy. 
5. You can use many difference materials as 
the graphic, say fabric,PET,PVC,PP etc. 
6. This stand can apply to any indoor place, 
shopping Mall, school, hospital, exhibition hall, 
exhibition center etc, also it can used as a sign 
board. 
7. You can see this stand with a very wide 
range of applications. 

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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Poster 
Banner  

GS901-N 850×2000mm
Product size

This is very smart stand, graphic size is 
0.85m x 2m, the printing media is fabric, 
it is very convenient to install the stand 
and banner, it can help you quickly show 
your AD, the admirable advantage of this 
stand is the stand and the banner are 
very straight, don't lean back. 

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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Poster 
Banner  

GS901-N 850×2000mm
Product size

This is very smart stand, graphic size is 
0.85m x 2m, the printing media is fabric, 
it is very convenient to install the stand 
and banner, it can help you quickly show 
your AD, the admirable advantage of this 
stand is the stand and the banner are 
very straight, don't lean back. 

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB
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Poster 
Banner  

This is a very interesting display, good 
design, double sided graphics, can be up 
and down graphics, if your advertising 
has two themes, it will be your best 
choice. 

GS902 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



40 41

Poster 
Banner  

This is a very interesting display, good 
design, double sided graphics, can be up 
and down graphics, if your advertising 
has two themes, it will be your best 
choice. 

GS902 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



42 43

Poster 
Banner  

A highly practical type display stand, 
upper part with poster, the lower tube 
can hang clothing. The main function 
is for the promotion in the Shopping 
Mall. So we also call it “T-Shirt stand”.  
Of course, you can hang your sample 
instead clothing when you used in the 
Show.

GS903 1200×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



42 43

Poster 
Banner  

A highly practical type display stand, 
upper part with poster, the lower tube 
can hang clothing. The main function 
is for the promotion in the Shopping 
Mall. So we also call it “T-Shirt stand”.  
Of course, you can hang your sample 
instead clothing when you used in the 
Show.

GS903 1200×2000mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



44 45

Poster 
Banner  

The graphic of this stand with two 
difference styles, one is pull it outside, 
another is hang it inside. Maxi graphic 
size is 1.2m wide * 2.23m high. Normally 
the big stand as this size is not very 
stable, but our stand overcome this flaw, 
so you can say our stand with  wide 
graphic and  also stable. 

GS912-N 1200×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



44 45

Poster 
Banner  

The graphic of this stand with two 
difference styles, one is pull it outside, 
another is hang it inside. Maxi graphic 
size is 1.2m wide * 2.23m high. Normally 
the big stand as this size is not very 
stable, but our stand overcome this flaw, 
so you can say our stand with  wide 
graphic and  also stable. 

GS912-N 1200×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB



46 47

Poster 
Banner  

The graphic of this stand with two 
difference styles, one is pull it outside, 
another is hang it inside. Maxi graphic 
size is 1.045m wide * 2.05m high. 
Normally the big stand as this size is not 
very stable, but our stand overcome this 
flaw, so you can say our stand with  wide 
graphic and  also stable. 

GS912-N 1200×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB

1045

20
50 Graphic size



46 47

Poster 
Banner  

The graphic of this stand with two 
difference styles, one is pull it outside, 
another is hang it inside. Maxi graphic 
size is 1.045m wide * 2.05m high. 
Normally the big stand as this size is not 
very stable, but our stand overcome this 
flaw, so you can say our stand with  wide 
graphic and  also stable. 

GS912-N 1200×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UVDirectly  
SUB

1045

20
50 Graphic size



48 49

Poster 
Banner  

This stand use fabric as graphic material, 
graphic size is 2000x800mm, the main 
function is that it can be as temporary 
partition in a variety of venues.

GS912-N 2000×800mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

2000R75 R75

83
0 Graphic size



48 49

Poster 
Banner  

This stand use fabric as graphic material, 
graphic size is 2000x800mm, the main 
function is that it can be as temporary 
partition in a variety of venues.

GS912-N 2000×800mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

2000R75 R75

83
0 Graphic size



50 51

Poster 
Banner  

This is a wide wall display stand, suitable 
as the background of meeting, exhibition 
and the show.  Use fabric as graphic 
material, maxi graphic size up to 2.3m 
high* 3m wide. Within 5 minutes can set 
up this big wall stand very easily, it’s a 
good way to show your product.   

GS912-N 2400×2300mm
Product size

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB

2400
R75 R75

22
40

Graphic size



50 51

Poster 
Banner  

This is a wide wall display stand, suitable 
as the background of meeting, exhibition 
and the show.  Use fabric as graphic 
material, maxi graphic size up to 2.3m 
high* 3m wide. Within 5 minutes can set 
up this big wall stand very easily, it’s a 
good way to show your product.   

GS912-N 2400×2300mm
Product size

Details

Printing 

Directly  
SUB

2400
R75 R75

22
40

Graphic size



52 53

Poster 
Banner  

This is a wide wall display stand, suitable 
as the background of meeting, exhibition 
and the show.  Use fabric as graphic 
material, maxi graphic size up to 2.3m 
high* 3m wide. Within 5 minutes can set 
up this big wall stand very easily, it’s a 
good way to show your product.   

GS912-N 3000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

2900
R75 R75

22
40 Graphic size



52 53

Poster 
Banner  

This is a wide wall display stand, suitable 
as the background of meeting, exhibition 
and the show.  Use fabric as graphic 
material, maxi graphic size up to 2.3m 
high* 3m wide. Within 5 minutes can set 
up this big wall stand very easily, it’s a 
good way to show your product.   

GS912-N 3000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

2900
R75 R75

22
40 Graphic size



54 55

Poster 
Banner  

The display can install kinds of KD board, 
PVC board or acrylic board with A1 
and A0 size, easy to change graphics . 
Graphics can be single side or double 
sides, suitable for shopping malls, 
window show, exhibition hall etc .

GS921 594×841mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UV

594 ＋

Graphic size

84
1

＋



54 55

Poster 
Banner  

The display can install kinds of KD board, 
PVC board or acrylic board with A1 
and A0 size, easy to change graphics . 
Graphics can be single side or double 
sides, suitable for shopping malls, 
window show, exhibition hall etc .

GS921 594×841mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

DYE ECO UV

594 ＋

Graphic size

84
1

＋



56 57

Poster 
Banner  

The display can install kinds of KD board, 
PVC board or acrylic board with A1 
and A0 size, easy to change graphics . 
Graphics can be single side or double 
sides, suitable for shopping malls, 
window show, exhibition hall etc .

GS922 594×841mm
Product size



56 57

Poster 
Banner  

The display can install kinds of KD board, 
PVC board or acrylic board with A1 
and A0 size, easy to change graphics . 
Graphics can be single side or double 
sides, suitable for shopping malls, 
window show, exhibition hall etc .

GS922 594×841mm
Product size



58 59

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing,  graphic 
size is 850x2000mm,double sides 
graphics, very straight and tight after 
finished, suitable for many places to use.

GS931 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

850

20
00 Graphic 

size



58 59

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing,  graphic 
size is 850x2000mm,double sides 
graphics, very straight and tight after 
finished, suitable for many places to use.

GS931 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

Printing

Directly  
SUB

850

20
00 Graphic 

size



60 61

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing,  graphic 
size is 850x2000mm,double sides 
graphics, very straight and tight after 
finished, suitable for many places to use.

GS932 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

850

20
00 Graphic 

size

Printing

Directly  
SUB



60 61

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing,  graphic 
size is 850x2000mm,double sides 
graphics, very straight and tight after 
finished, suitable for many places to use.

GS932 850×2000mm
Product size

Details

850

20
00 Graphic 

size

Printing

Directly  
SUB



62 63

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing, graphic 
size is 2940x2250mm, with double sides 
graphics. The advantage is that it can 
install the wider printing which is very 
straight and tight after finished, suitable 
for many places to use. 

GS961 3000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

2940

22
50 Graphic size



62 63

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing, graphic 
size is 2940x2250mm, with double sides 
graphics. The advantage is that it can 
install the wider printing which is very 
straight and tight after finished, suitable 
for many places to use. 

GS961 3000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

2940

22
50 Graphic size



64 65

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing, graphic 
size is 5940x2250mm, with double sides 
graphics. The advantage is that it can 
install the wider printing which is very 
straight and tight after finished, suitable 
for many places to use. 

GS961 6000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

5940

22
50 Graphic size



64 65

Poster 
Banner  

This stand is with fabric printing, graphic 
size is 5940x2250mm, with double sides 
graphics. The advantage is that it can 
install the wider printing which is very 
straight and tight after finished, suitable 
for many places to use. 

GS961 6000×2300mm
Product size

Details

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

5940

22
50 Graphic size



66 67

V501 2400×2000mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

ECO

Roll Up 
Banner

V811 2400×2000mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

ECO



66 67

V501 2400×2000mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

ECO

Roll Up 
Banner

V811 2400×2000mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

ECO



68 69

Roll Up Banner V502 Roll Up Banner V71

Roll Up Banner V801

Roll Up Banner V805

Roll Up Banner V802

Roll Up Banner V808

Roll Up Banner

Roll Up 
Banner

Roll Up Banner V904

Roll Up Banner V902Roll Up Banner V901

Roll Up Banner  V903

Roll Up Banner V9 series

Telescopic pole height
from 1.6m to 2.4m

Axis can be taken out to 
change the graphic.

Advantages



68 69

Roll Up Banner V502 Roll Up Banner V71

Roll Up Banner V801

Roll Up Banner V805

Roll Up Banner V802

Roll Up Banner V808

Roll Up Banner

Roll Up 
Banner

Roll Up Banner V904

Roll Up Banner V902Roll Up Banner V901

Roll Up Banner  V903

Roll Up Banner V9 series

Telescopic pole height
from 1.6m to 2.4m

Axis can be taken out to 
change the graphic.

Advantages



70 71

Banners

POP FLAG 
PB01
600x1500mm

POP FLAG 
PB03
500x1400mm

POP FLAG 
PB02
500x1400mm

POP FLAG 
PB04
300x1200mm

L Banner
BL21/BL41 800×2000mm

Product size

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
SUB



70 71

Banners

POP FLAG 
PB01
600x1500mm

POP FLAG 
PB03
500x1400mm

POP FLAG 
PB02
500x1400mm

POP FLAG 
PB04
300x1200mm

L Banner
BL21/BL41 800×2000mm

Product size

Multiple printing available

DYE Directly  
SUB



72 73

GS801 3000×2100mm
Product size

GS803 800×2100mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

Fabric
Frame

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH311



72 73

GS801 3000×2100mm
Product size

GS803 800×2100mm
Product size

Multiple printing available

UVDirectly  
SUB

Fabric
Frame

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH311



74 75

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH511

Brochure 
Holder

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH611



74 75

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH511

Brochure 
Holder

Brochure holder seires used folding 
design., sets up and collapses in mimutes, 
enough space to show your literature, a 
solid base design and elegant design will 
attract more attention of customers.

Brochure Holder
BH611



76 77

1、ACPASS has very good capability of graphic printing, we have fabric direct sub printing, eco-solvent 
printing, specifically aimed to display stand graphics.

2、ACPASS fabric direct sub printing is 8-colors, max width is 3.2m, suitable to make lightbox graphic, 
tubular display graphic, SEG pop up graphic, and flags.

3、ACPASS eco-solvent printing is 6-colors, max width is 1.2m, suitable to make X Stand graphic, L Stand 
graphic, Roll Up graphic. And our roll up graphic is very flat, no bending edge. 

4、ACPASS can not only make the roll up graphic for you, but we can also install the graphic to the roll up 
stand, free of charge.

5、ACPASS is professional on display stand, so we know how to make the graphic very well. ACPASS is 
professional graphic maker.

Digital
Printing
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